Effect of synexin on aggregation and fusion of chromaffin granule ghosts at pH 6.
Fusion of chromaffin granule ghosts was induced by synexin at pH 6, 37 degrees C, in the presence of 10(-7) M Ca2+. To study the kinetics and extent of this fusion process we employed two assays that monitored continuously mixing of aqueous contents or membrane mixing by fluorescence intensity increases. In both assays chromaffin granule ghosts were either labeled on the membrane or in the included aqueous phase. The ratios of blank to labeled chromaffin granule ghosts were varied from 1 to 10. The results were analyzed in terms of a mass action kinetic model, which views the overall fusion reaction as a sequence of a second-order process of aggregation followed by a first-order fusion reaction. The model calculations gave fare simulations and predictions of the experimental results. The rate constants describing membrane mixing are more than 2-fold larger than those for volume mixing. The analysis also indicated that the initial aggregation and fusion processes, up to dimer formation, were extremely fast. The rate constant of aggregation was close to the limit in diffusion-controlled processes, whereas the fusion rate constant was about the same as found in fastest virus-liposome fusion events at pH 5. A small increase in volume was found to accompany the fusion between chromaffin granule ghosts. Using ratios of synexin to chromaffin granule ghost protein of 0.13, 0.41 and 1.15 indicated that the overall fusion rate was larger for the intermediate (0.41) case. The analysis showed that the main activity of synexin was an enhancement of the rate of aggregation. At intermediate or excessive synexin concentrations it, respectively, promoted moderately, or inhibited the actual fusion step.